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living unit, but also because it is written in a perfectly clear
and lucid muanner. The illustrations are numerous and well
executed. The cell is first treated in a general sense, several
chapters are then devoted to cell division, and naturally the
bulk of the work is concerned with the germ cells, their origin,
and fertilisation, and with the various theories of inheritance
and development. A very useful chapter on cellular chemistry
is included.

Professor WILSON is a disciple of Oscar Hertwig, and the
influence of this master is to be traced throughout the work.
The book is dedicated to another fruitful worker in the same
field, Theodor Boveri. If Schwann, Schleiden, Remak, and
the other early investigators of the cell could see to what a
pitch of detail cellular physiology has advanced, or look on
the figures representing the modern idea of the cell in its
various phases, they would hardly recognise their discoveries.
The nucleus they knew, they had a glimmering of karyokine-
sis, but the centrosome and the attraction sphere would be
new acquaintances. The modern student with such a book
as this before him has no such excuse for ignoranrce. In
Teference to theories, they are numerous, and generally short
lived; no doubt in a second edition many of them will re-
-quire amendment or excision. Biology is in an active state
of growth, but we heartily congratulate Professor Wilson on
4his presentment of the modern condition of our knowledge on
this most attractive subject.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Forensic Medicine and Toxicoloqy. A Manual for Students.

BY C. 0. HAWTHORNE, M.B. Second Edition. (Glasgow:
A. Stenhouse. 1897. Cr. 8vo, pp. 174, 4S. 6d.)-The popu-
larity which this little work has met with is due, no doubt, in
some measure, to the clearness of the language, though the
small bulk and moderate price have also probably some share
in the result. In condensing a tolerably comprehensive sub-
ject into a very minute space there must inevitably be a risk
that the compression will tell more heavily on some branches
of the subject than others. In this case the medico-legal
relationships of insanity seemed to have suffered most-
notably in the matter of the testamentary capacity of the in-
sane. The other chief omission is the absence of any refer-
ence to the use of permanganate of potassium in the treat-
ment of opium poisoning. The book is well printed, and of a
handy size.

Zeit und Streiifragen der Bioloqie. By Professor Dr. OSCAR
HERTWIG. Heft 2. Mechanik und Biologie. [Biological Ques-
tions of the Day. Part 2. Mechanics and Biology.] (Jena:
G. Fisher. 1897. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 2I6: 3 illustrations. Price
M. 4.)-As our biological knowledge of the cell has increased,
simultaneously also has the knowledge of our ignorance in
relation to many questions deepened. These gaps are for the
most part bridged by theories. Among such theories the
mechanical or " mosaic" theory of Roux has found a place,
though, to an outsider, the living cells of all things would
seem the least capable of mechanical and mathematical treat-
ment. In the present volume we have the views of an in-
sider presented to us, and piece by piece Oscar Hertwig takes
the theory, examines it, and demolishes it. Amon)g biologists
Hertwig is the one most capable of pronouncing an opinion
on such a subject. His book, unlike the first number of the
series, will not appeal to a large circ'e of readers, as it touches
only on a highly technical side issue of a highly specialised
subject, but for those interested in biological polemics we
can recommend the book as one that states one side of the
question in a lucid and fair manner.

THE American Surgical Association and the Alumni Asso-
clation of the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia have
issued cards for the unveiling of the statue on May 5th of the
late Professor Samuel D. Gross M.D. The statue has been
erected near the Army Medical kuseum, Washington, D.C.
THE Treasurer of Charing Cross Hospital has received a

donation of £2,000 from Miss Leicester to be applied to the
erection of a chapel, and also a donation of £500 from the
Baroness de Hirsch to the Special Appeal Fund.
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AN IMPROVED GAG.
Dii. F. W. COCK, Porchester Square, London, W., has recently
designed a form of mouth opener and gag which has proved
satisfactory in his hands in practice. By the illustration it will
be seen that it has a rack catch action which fixes automatic-
ally when opening the gag, while upon touching the trigger
the stop rack action is thrown out of gear, and the gag closed
with the greatest facility, irrespective of the amount of pres-
sure which is being exercised upon the tooth plates. In lieu
of the metal vapour tubes as suggested by Dr. F. Hewitt, he
has had a gutter cut in each of the arms of the gag, over

which pieces of rubber
*Ts drainage tube may be

_£^ slipped to convert them
into tubes; the advan-
tages of this are that
the vapour ways do not
increase the bulk, and
are readily cleaned or
cleared; and further,
being made of solid
steel, they are not

- - liable to be damaged
from an accidental fall,

a somewhat frequent occurrence with the metal tubes origin-
ally designed for the purpose. He has also adopted in a
modified form the suggestion of Mr. W. R. Ackland to set the
toothplates one behind the other to act as a wedge if re-
quired. The gag can be made with broad toothplates for
edentulous jaws, or if the teeth or gums are tender, thus
doing away with bruising, and at the same time giving a wide
basis of support. The instrument being entirely of metal is
easily sterilised. Messrs. Down Bros. of St. Thomas's Street,
S.E., are the makers.

AUTOMATIC FLUSH DISINFECTOR.
THIS is a convenient arrangement for automatically passing
a regulated quantity of disinfectant into the flushing water of
a drain or closet. Where such a proceeding is indicated this
apparatus can from actual trial be said to be efficient and
simple, but disinfection should never take the place of sani-
tation. The advantages claimed by Messrs. Granville and
Co., the makers for this particular form of apparatus, are that
it canbe easily fixed by an unskilled person, that the quantity
of disinfectant can be accurately adjusted, and that it is per-
fectly automatic. We can testify to the truth of these claims
from experiment. By means of the tool provided the apparatus
is easily and quickly fixed, is out of sight, and does not
obstruct the flow of water in the flush pipe.

A PORTABLE WEIGHING MACHINE.
A NEW and cheap form of portable weighing machine, sold by
Messrs. Arnold and Sons, of West Smithfield, supplies a de-
sideratum for a machine that can be readily put out of the
way when not wanted, as it can be placed under a chair or in
a cupboard. The machine weighs up to 24 stone, and, being
very light and portable, can be used upon the floor or placed
on a chair; it is very simple in construction, and not likely to
get out of order. The size of the platform is ioI in. by I3, in.,
with brass steelyard slide and weights. Its price is 2IS.

PRESERVED PEAS BEANS, AND SPINACH.
THE Westland Preserving (ompany, of Loosduinen, Holland
have sent us some samples of their " Preserved Peas,'
" Preserved French Beans," and "Preserved Spinach,"
through Messrs. Dusselsma and Co., of Gresham Buildings,
E.C. The principal claim made for these preparations is
that they are free from copper; it being stated that the
goods which are put on the market by this Company are


